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At home on the rails
all around the world
DIWARail
Hydromechanical transmission – Versatile application
Originally deployed in city buses, DIWARail is one of Voith’s
best-selling 320-kW hydromechanical transmissions, with over
4 000 units sold. The fully integrated reversing transmission
allows towing while the engine is switched offf. The startup
range of the differential converter (DIWA) replaces the first two
gears of the conventional automatic transmission. This means
that up to 50 % less gear shifts are required, resulting in less
load peaks and a longer lifetime for the driveline. Furthermore,
thanks to its integrated hydrodynamic brake, wear on the
mechanical brake is reduced significantly.

Features DIWARail
++ Economical operation
++ Fully integrated reversing transmission
++ Up to 50% fewer gear shifts compared to
conventional automatic transmissions
++ Low wear reduces maintenance intervals
and repair costs
++ Compact and light design simplifies
integration into the rail vehicle and reduces
installation times
++ Towing possible with the engine switched off

Voith modernization for railcars –
A single-source solution!
Voith Modernization for Railcars guarantees the replacement
of all products in your driveline in a minimum of time. This is
owed to Voith‘s unique and unrivaled offer of supplying the
components to be replaced as well as handling the complete
retrofit. As a result, you get a technical solution from a single
source and your rail vehicle is operational again as quickly as
possible.

Flexible startup range – DIWA Rail vs.
conventional automatic transmission
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Max. transmission input
power P1max

[kW]

320

320

Transmission input speed M1max

[Nm]

1,900

1,900

Transmission input speed n1max

[rpm] 2,200

2,200

Retarder braking torque MBR

[Nm]

1,000

1,000

4

4

Number of gears
Transmission mass (dry)
incl. retarder

[kg]

*Parallel shaft reversing transmission
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Improved power distribution in the startup range
With its power distribution principle, the DIWA Rail is the ideal
solution for cost-effective rail vehicles with optimized fuel
consumption levels. This is achieved through the power
transmission being handled by the differential converter in
the 1st gear, and then subsequently being carried out mechanically up to the 4th gear.

